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ABSTRACT
Fakes and forgeries generate a false sense of value in the art market that changes the
perception of authentic works. Understanding the difference between a fake and a forgery is
essential for explaining the schemes of deceivers who have fooled the art market into believing
their work is of grandiose value and prestige. The creation of a forged piece or fake provenance
documents requires immense artistic skill and a talent for breaking the rules. Examining famous
figures and the criminal cases against them is a great way to work backwards from their
“successes,” tracing the alleged origins of the piece’s ownership and creation. What makes these
pieces so successful is their perceived value. Before examining cases of forgery, we must first
understand what they are and why we perceive them the way we do. To simplify the definition of
a painting down to “some paint on a canvas” is deeply rooted in our perception of art’s value.
What makes these materials so valuable is the person who puts them together in a unique way.
The lens of rarity and expertise is what makes forgery possible, if art’s value were not as great as
it is, forgers would not take the risk of criminal conviction when mimicking those with the
greatest value. This value is generated by art’s uniqueness and individuality. Forgery’s attempt to
replicate original works or create a false sense of originality is the root of its controversy. The
cases of John Drewe and John Myatt, Wolfgang Beltracchi, and Ely Sakhai each present different
approaches to the methods of art forgery and challenge our perceptions of art authenticity and its
effect on art value.
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INTRODUCTION

Fakes and forgeries create a twisted perception of the value of art. By making the art
market question the validity of pieces that have fooled dealers and buyers, there is room to
question where the value of art comes from and how forgeries challenge those ideals. Examining
famous figures in the world of art forgeries and the criminal cases against them is a great way to
work backwards from their “successes,” tracing the alleged origins of a piece’s creation and
alleged provenance in an attempt to understand why this specific piece was palatable to that
market. What makes these pieces so successful is their augmented perceived value. While there
are many forgers who are talented artists, they are most significantly known as being skillful con
men who have also made a name for themselves in the history of forgery. To analyze specific
cases of forgery and fakery, there must first be an explanation of the difference between the two
and why we perceive forgery to be offensive to art and its market.
According to Noah Charney, a fake is “the alteration of, or addition to, an authentic work
of art in order to suggest a different authorship or subject matter that results in a greater sale
value of the object” and a forgery is the “wholesale creation of fraudulent work.”1 Comparing
these two categories is rooted in where the deception begins, either with a real work that is
falsely marketed or given a false identity, or with a blank canvas, building a story from the
ground up. These can become more sophisticated with “provenance traps” and false accreditation
of authentic works.2 Though there have been forgers with highly successful independent careers,
there are many deceptions that have involved the expertise of knowledgeable experts who fool
colleagues and fellow historians, scientists, or dealers into believing a false piece or narrative.
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The motivations of forgers in the past century have fallen into two general categories:
either for economic benefit or for a personal psychological drive such as fame or revenge. Art is
considered one of the most stable commodities on the market, rarely fluctuating with inflation or
deflation. Alfred Lessing supports this claim by attributing art’s stability to its extrinsic value,
uniqueness, and individuality.3 No matter the general fluctuation of other markets, the art market
continues to maintain an exceptionally high and steady luxury standard because of the value
placed in a piece's untouchable conception versus its physical value. Compared to intrinsically
valued physical goods, or components such as paint or canvas, Charney maintains that the value
of art is rooted in the “skill of the creator and their historical and cultural significance.”4 The
combination of these factors results in the absolute uniqueness of a piece that cannot be
replicated to its full extent. Fakes and forgeries that have made it into auction rooms are often
recognized as “great lost masterpieces” and “hidden gems” earning them equivalent and
sometimes greater market value than an authentic work. Because of this, there is an undeniable
interest in the profit that can be gained in replicating the style or even specific pieces of great
artists. Forgery attempts to replicate all of the aesthetic and documented elements of a piece in
order to gain the same profit as an original piece. Understanding the art market as a whole allows
for a greater understanding for how this profit makes committing the crime of forgery so
alluring. Similarly, many forgers have been driven into committing these crimes by the craving
for fame or payback for not gaining recognition under their own name.
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Manipulating Art’s History
While there is now an understanding of what a forgery is and why forgers do what they
do, why do forgeries make us feel so scammed, offended, and fascinated? Of course it is a crime
to defraud someone, and no one leans on the side of a criminal, but a successful forgery
effectively makes someone feel the emotions felt by an original work that holds great historical
and cultural significance and pure artistic originality. These factors are not only what make the
economic value of art so great, but they also fuel our emotional and spiritual appreciation of art’s
beauty and individuality.
The concepts of history and time are essential to our perception of value in art. When
history and time contribute to the misconception of a piece, we feel there is an injustice to the
way we are taught to appreciate art’s significance within time. The culture of art is greatly based
on the generation of new ideas and innovation that stems from a long history of inspiring artistic
movements. These movements represent the ever-changing ideologies of the world of art with
some artists standing out amongst the crowd. Forgers create the illusion of being one of these
artists, convincing us to believe their false contribution to art’s history with a fake. Forgeries and
forgers do not provide an authentic contribution to the history of art. According to Lessing, this
challenges the typical analysis of a work that examines the inspirations, emotions, and
experiences of artists.5 When a forger fools viewers into believing these elements to be true of
their work, the deception makes us question how well we know what is true of the context of real
works.
The historical significance of something contributes to our appreciation of its context.
Something without historical significance can be valuable but may not take on the same
conceptual value as an artwork by Picasso, Jackson Pollock, or Jeff Koons. Creating a work to be
5
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the illusion of someone else’s production disrupts the true and complete repertoire of the artist
being mimicked and more greatly confuses the perception of how value reaches such high
amounts for artists that are copied.

Aesthetic Deception
When we are convinced to believe an unoriginal to be an original, we feel stripped of the
most essential elements of our appreciation of art. The central elements of art appreciation are a
recognition of artistic integrity and individuality. A forgery is a sophisticated illusion of unique
artistry and individuality. Jonathan Keats states that “art is a rare refuge from the mass-produced
inauthenticity of the industrialized world [and] we are hypersensitive to any threat to the
authenticity of art.”6 Artists are able to free humanity from what already exists, even if it is for
just a moment. Between the mundane nature of mass consumerism and everyday materiality, we
are given a chance to escape into an artist’s work, contemplating the intangible inspirations and
meanings it may hold. The creation of a space and experience beyond the present reality is what
makes art so powerful. When this power is made by deception, we have been convinced to
attribute a moment and experience to the unoriginal mimicry of aesthetics by a forger, not the
authentic artist we believe to have created its aesthetics. A forger “takes no aesthetic risk” or
cultural responsibility of creating something new. Their work does not contribute to the creative
process or the evolution of creative thought within the history of art.7 In this way, forgery is not
only offensive to who it fools and who it is trying to be but also to the spirit of art. Wolfgang
Beltracchi is known for his philosophical defense of his career as a forger, believing he is just as
good if not better than the artists he has convinced us he can be. Claiming he is the most
6
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displayed artist in history, he feels his ability to deceive in such great detail and effectiveness
proves the unimportance of greatness in aesthetic achievement.
The essential spirit of art that promotes uniqueness and a culture of artistic originality and
exploration is the cornerstone of what makes art so valuable. But there is an undeniable
resemblance of aesthetic replication that may argue for equivalent value of an original piece and
a forgery or fake. With this said, the issue is that the visual aesthetic of two pieces may appear to
be the same, they are not of the same artist and therefore not from original concept. Technique
was once perfected by directly copying the technique of master artists which continued a
tradition of a specific aesthetic and style. As the instruction of art broke awake from this trend,
aesthetic achievement took on its own life encouraging art to be unique and innovative, building
on the achievements of past artists. Authenticity may have once been associated with the output
of highly formalized trained artists, but in more recent history authentic art is more synonymous
with unique and original conception. Beyond the authenticity of an original piece is inspiration
and soul of the artist and the piece itself. This is where fakes cannot match the value of an
authentic piece. To those only interested in looking at art, it seems unnecessary to care if a piece
is an original, fake, or forgery, but authentication has become its own field of study with
accomplished experts (who do make mistakes) who value and celebrate the historical
significance and contributions of original works of art.8 Recognizing the value of intangible
elements of art is what makes art priceless.
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A Forgery’s Effect versus an Original’s Purpose
Good art begins with artistic integrity and originality of perspective and gains its value by
being exceptionally beautiful and unique to a way of thought and technique. Forgery goes against
not only all of these things, but the fundamental respect of law. It is not what makes us dislike
forgeries and fakes. Although we cannot deny the reassurance of law and order, our culture
thrives on acts against it. Meyer emphasizes that following the rules is a cultural norm, and we
are taught to know the difference between right and wrong.9 Although we know to follow these
ethics, we are unamused by overdone themes and thrilled by the idea of doing something
different or hearing a bend of the norm. As a result, we are in awe of an act against the rules even
if we have been taught to be disappointed when someone or something goes against them, such
as forgers’ attempt to defraud.
This sense of thrill is closely tied to the experience of anxiety. The exhilaration of both
emotions bring out very similar responses when broken down to the fundamentals. A piece of art
that brings someone a rush of pleasure and happiness is not far off from a piece that makes
someone uncomfortable or anxious. The provoked reaction is what makes art compelling,
whether you like it or not. Forgery exponentially affects this concept. Keats argues that a
convincing fake creates these same reactions but only for the effect of the piece versus the
purpose for which it was created.10 Great artists have challenged conventions of art along the
way and have defined eras in art’s history. Impressionism challenged the conventional depiction
of reality, Cubism reshaped objective reality and the lens of space, and Expressionism embraced
the fundamental elements of art as a way to tap into the unconscious. Ely Sakhai provided the
perfect scam to duplicate Impressionists’ loose brushstrokes and lively colors, John Drewe
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provided John Myatt the opportunity to carve out geometric and ghostly figures found in the
mid–twentieth century Cubist movement, and Wolfgang Beltracchi painted his way through the
transformative colors of Expressionism. Forgeries not only copy the physical products of art but
unrightfully elicit the intentions and motivations of original artists from different eras of history.
The art market is controversial in itself, so any opportunity to question its overall validity is
eaten up by people outside of the art community. the art market’s favoritism towards elite
clientele, sobbism, racy contemporary art, and arrogant air generate an overall dislike of the
business. In combination with the irrational sense of individual thrill of artwork and its fake
counterparts, forgery exposes and levels the “aesthetic and intellectual barriers of high culture”
commonly associated with art.11 It is hard to resist appreciating art that is intended to blend into
the market it uproots; the irony is too perfect.

Historical Context of Authenticity
The truth in law provides security, even when following the law in art constantly brings
something new. But the truth is also what forms the timeline of history and how we connect the
dots of causation. Without the truth, we would not know what inspires the works of great artists.
A forgery unlawfully attempts to fit into the history and culture of what we know to be true.
Cultural definitions of what we know to be “true” in art have changed over the course of history.
Apprenticeship and Master copying was once the ultimate form of teaching and achievement for
artistic talent. Perhaps most famously, Leonardo da Vinci was an apprentice of Verrocchio and is
said to have contributed to some of his masterpieces [Figure 1]. Today artists may learn the
fundamentals through the same process but are not deemed an achieved name in art by producing
work that is strictly in the style of copied work. In other words, the concept of mastery four
11
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hundred years ago nearly fits our definition of forgery today. The studios of Master artists, such
as Raphael, are known to have completed a majority of the components of a work that are fully
attributed to the namesake artist. It was standard for an apprentice to ‘graduate’ or complete their
work in the studio once their work perfectly resembled and mimicked that of the lead artist.12
These works are commonly titled with “by the studio of _____.” It was once customary for these
artists to copy the work of the artist they shadowed. This does create a blurry line between what
we consider an authentic piece and what is not, but there is room to suspect that this phenomenon
may have inspired talented apprentices to use their talents towards highly profitable sales of their
artworks under different names. According to Charney, Michelangelo himself was known to
have copied the works of masters, even stealing the originals and replacing them with his own
work, such as the lost Sleeping Eros inspired by the original Statue of Eros sleeping [Fig. 2] that
dates back as early as the third century BC.13
Art patronage began to grow immensely during the Renaissance. Wealthy lords and
statesmen enlisted the help of middlemen art dealers who travelled to find works by great artists
for these noblemen to purchase. With this new race for fine art came attribution errors, falsely
accrediting works to incorrect artists or misled stories or ownership and origin. The need for fine
art as a symbol of prestige and wealth led to the overlook of authenticity.14 While many of these
pieces are artistically technical, many were misattributed to Old Masters and widely recognized
names of the Renaissance. Similarly, the ‘robber-baron’ era of nineteenth century America was
full of economic gain for industrialists.15 Charney further explains that the gain of enormous
wealth led to purchases of European art that were considered a sign of sophistication and
12
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intellect. Ironically, the industrialists’ middlemen were likely to have acquired works from
suspicious third parties whose pieces were overly attributed to “the greats” of art history.16
Attributing a work of art to a more well-known name made the pieces more valuable and
marketable to buyers. This method of falsified authentication, and more specifically
documentation, made for a whole new level of profit for art dealers. Ely Sakhai tried to
maximize his galleries inventory by selling authentic artworks to American and European
markets and reproducing near copies as “secondary” level works by the same artist for a fraction
of the price to the Asian art market. Buyers of these pieces asked few questions about the
authenticity of a mediocre work as long as it was a Monet or other major artist. Charney
documents that there has never been an international or national standard for connoisseurs or art
dealers, allowing their acquisition and selling of art to be based on marketable skill, not
provenance records or receipts of previous exchange.17 This is where a lot of older fakes and
forgery deals took place, before the expectation of documentation became the standard of the art
market.
In the past century or so, the definition of a ‘good’ artist has significantly changed.
Artistry is now about creative originality, not the ability to mimic the work and aesthetic of a
teacher or master artist. It is obvious that apprenticeships are no longer the standard route for
developing the skills for almost any industry, and art is no expectation. Artists are defined by
their individuality and unique application of technique. Just as previously discussed, the value of
art today is based on this characteristic. The value of art is in its uniqueness, and that has not
only changed how older pieces are perceived but how we perceive modern artists and their work.

16
17
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With all of this said, it is hard to ignore a forgery’s visual similarities. If a piece looks the
same and experts have accredited the work’s aesthetic mastery along with its comparable or
equal value to the mimicked artist’s work, then why care to make it worth less now that it is
known in a different context? In other words, if the final product appears to be the exact same by
a forger as it does by an esteemed artist, then why do we care who made it?18 To answer the
questions there must first be an explanation of the art market and art’s attributes that make for
great value.
Market Function and the Generation of Value
The art market begins with the direct purchase of a piece from the artist, this is the
primary market. While art is valued for its non-intrinsic value, this initial purchase is most
essentially based on the size of a piece. While this can be seen as fairly obvious, the growth of
recognition for an artist who works on a small scale can lead to a square twelve inch piece to be
valued more highly than a piece by an artist that stands ten feet tall. Beyond size, materials play a
key role in differentiating between primary and secondary market value of pieces; canvas pieces
are valued higher than paper works in the primary but the opposite can be true in special cases of
the secondary. Color is preferred over monochromatism almost always.19 The value at which a
piece is initially purchased is most significantly influenced by the dealer an artist may choose to
work with. A dealer has the ability to generate more attention towards artists trying to make an
initial impression. The sale to a dealer can provide a more steady income back to the artist and a
reassured audience buyers versus the limited reassurance attained by an artist selling directly to
buyers or collectors.20
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The secondary market (or tertiary and so on) is any purchase of an artwork that is not
directly from the artist. A dealer has the ability to influence price inflation in these additional
purchases that lead to the high value associated with fine art. Additionally, with very few
exceptions, art is one of the only commodities that are purchased for more secondhand.21 This is
because of the non-intrinsic value created by art’s spirit of conceptual individuality, and because
this factor is applied uniquely to each commodity in the market over time, time increases the
value as new concepts and aesthetics are created. This reflects our dislike for repetition and
appreciation for originality. If an artist gains prestige and celebrity status, the value of their work
reflects it. Artists of this recognition can only provide so many works in a lifetime. The market
for these works is in limited supply but high demands from wealthy buyers eager to acquire the
finest art that no one else has. Ultimately, the art market and the values designated to works are
based on limited and decreasing supply and highly specialized demand.
Expert art dealer William Acquavella would encourage his clients by telling them “you
can remake your money, but you can’t remake the painting.”22 Although his point is dramaticized
and potentially leads to his profit from commission, Acquavella’s perspective of supply rings
true. Artists may produce many works, but only so many that are of highest quality and condition
that represent their whole career and identity. These are the works most sought after. Catalogues
raisonnes, or “critical catalogs,” document ever work by a single artist.23 It is common that the
number of works available for purchase is incredibly slim, with most pieces belonging to
museums, institutions, collectors known to not sell, or collectors promising the piece to public
collections.24 With so few desired pieces in circulation, the supply is low while desiring buyers
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are incredibly competitive with the funds to compete. Overall, there is a worldwide expansion of
museums and institutions and a parallel expansion of private collections” that rarely make pieces
available to interested buyers of fine art and increases the value of the limited supply of
circulated pieces.25
The identity of fine art buyers has remained constant through much of history.
Noblepeople, lords and ladies, and royalty have modernized to real estate moguls, tech tycoons
and celebrities but the basic allure for prestige in art ownership has remained the same. Dealers
consider this innate factor when marketing work to their clients. Joseph Henry Duveen was a
highly accredited art dealer from the late nineteenth to the early twentieth century and is
recognized for expert marketing to his target audience. His main target audience consisted of
wealthy knowledgeable buyers, typically American, who craved social acceptance. Beyond the
purchase of a work or works, Duveen connected these buyers with museum trustees, nobility,
and institutional representatives to increase contributions to the public lens of art and to inflate
Duveen’s own recognition as a trusted art dealer.26 Duveen’s method does not apply
internationally, as many cultures have regarded art with higher prestige compared to Americans
in general. “Depending on the cultural history of the region, it may take more than one
generation for the appetite for fine art to become established as the appetite for jewelry, yachts,
and private planes.”27 Over the course of history, art collection has evolved from a method of
acquiring social acceptance to social status, as seen today amongst the elite both knowledgeable
and knowledgeable about the works they purchase. This makes art a positional good, a
commodity that makes the rich look richer, and in some cases richest.28 For the wealthiest, the
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social value of art trumps the monetary value. While we hope that buyers’ are influenced by
more than the status gain from the purchase of a piece, the motivation is what allows forgeries
and fakes to generate the profit they do.
The art market is effective because collector insecurities are constantly reinforced by the
way art is described and marketed.29 Buyers are convinced by selective advertising for high
profile clientele, profiling of artists’ background and inspirations, and inclusion of prestigious
museum, institution, and previous owner names. Auction houses and dealers often create a brand
around an artist that markets their life and motivations of their work. Forgeries are most effective
when they fulfill the brand that the art market has created around an artist, fitting into the mold
of the profile. Once a dealer or auction house is convinced of a fake or forgery, their marketing
does the work from there, perpetuating the purchase or purchases of a piece that goes against
everything it stands for.30 New York art dealer Armand Bartos Jr. believed he had found the best
Giacometti ever after purchasing Standing Nude, a forgery intentionally misattributed by master
forger John Myatt and con man John Drewe. Bartos original Sotheby’s catalogue publication of
the lost masterpiece of Giacometti was intended to make a huge profit in auction before being
intercepted by concerned Giacometti Association director Mary Lisa Palmer and Tate archivist
Jennifer Booth.
The Art Dealers Association is widely recognized but not fully considered by buyers
when becoming interested or involved in the purchase of work.31 Art dealing is highly based on
the identity of expertise that comes from a whole lot of luck and a constant rate of success in
marketing something that is conceptually and intangibly valuable. So with this career of persona,
what a dealer or connoisseur says is what goes. While they do the marketing to buyers, forgers
29
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market to them, creating convincing pieces with convincing records to prove their validity.
Beyond the skills of talented painters who use their skills to fulfill the aesthetics of another
artist’s work, conmen create false or misleading provenance records in order to deceive buyers
and connoisseurs into believing the fake to be authentic. A few examples of how this is achieved
is by completely creating fake records, creating a work to fit existing records of an unknown
piece, or implanting records for discovery by researchers of a questionable authorship. Even
authors of questionable critical catalogues include questionable authorships that perpetuate false
record sourcing.32 Additionally, if records for a lost piece are used as records for a fake piece, a
forger can benefit from the documented owners of the piece in question. Auction houses often
market a work by who it was once owned or museums interested in its temporary display. This
can be effectively used in false provenance records when done properly and is possibly the most
convincing element beyond its aesthetic mimicry.
Ultimately, art is marketed based on five essential attributes; provenance, the piece's
condition, its authenticity, public exposure, and quality.33 By fulfilling the visual impression of
quality that is “authentic” to an artist’s aesthetic while considering the current condition of that
artist’s work, a forger is left with creating a convincing history of purchase and viewing that
testifies to a believable past. But in all of this we must answer the initial question of why we care
to know the authentic piece from an aesthetically identical but historically insignificant piece.
We care because of forgery’s disregard for respecting the essential elements that make art
uniquely profound, spiritual, and personal.

32
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Late 20th and Early 21st Century Male Forgers
Fakes and forgeries are found all throughout history and have come to mean different
things at different periods in time. Because of this, this thesis focuses on late-twentieth and
early-twenty first century forgers who all acted against the same contemporary art market. This
market is predominantly focused on the buying and selling of early- and mid-twentieth century
artists versus previous emphasis on the private buying and selling of antiquities and Old Master
works. Of course antiquities, Old Master pieces, artifacts, manuscripts, jewelry, and so on are all
highly valuable and prized purchases, they are not the focal point of the modern market scheme.
As fewer of these twentieth century works become available for private collectors the more
valuable they become. Forgers of the last century have all approached their work with the same
potential buyer in mind, creating work in the style of artists from recognizable art movements,
specifically Cubism, Expressionism, and Impressionism. A long lost work by an artist like
Giacometti or Gaugain is bound to draw the interest of money-generating auction houses and
buyers looking to make a pricey and possibly flashy addition to their fine art collection. The art
market has been discussed in greatest detail as it functions today, not like it once did a century
ago. Each of the three following chapters analyzes a case of successful forgery in the modern
market. What they do not have in common is the method with which they created the deception.
John Drewe and John Myatt, Wolfgang Beltracchi, and Ely Sakhai were all fooling art experts
into millions for their work and achieved silent acclaim for the works they attributed to top tier
artists. Each case challenges fundamental aspects of the art market and our perception of art’s
exorbitant value.
It is also worth noting the lack of women in the history of art forgery. While there is no
solid explanation to the phenomenon, we can't help but question the correlation of recognizable
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male artists versus female artists in the history of art. Classical training was reserved for men and
even a woman’s work was of each quality there was little to no chance it would be shown or
displayed in the same way. As art moved away from conventional traditions of apprenticeship
and classical styles, the work of women was still not considered of the same caliber as that of
men. If art by female artists couldn’t make it in the primary market, it is unlikely women were
trying to fake their way into it. Men have defined the history of art well into today. Women have
barely stamped the surface to make a name for themselves and would not take the opportunity to
fake the work of a man before women are fairly represented in art market sales. Why care to
forge a piece by someone from a time women were rarely considered serious artists. It becomes
clear in some of the cases to be discussed that some women have played a vital role in creating
successful cons, such as Wolfgang Beltracchi’s wife Helene, but they are never the frontman of
the operation. Maybe there are plenty of female forgers, they've just never been caught.

Three Cases
John Drewe made himself out to be a highly-educated and well-recognized figure in the
field of science and engineering when he met struggling artist John Myatt. John Myatt was a
recently divorced father of two whose passion for painting never quite turned into a career. As a
last ditch attempt to make ends meet Myatt published a newspaper advertisement for
commissioned work that soon caught Drewe’s eye. Although Myatt knew he was capable of
mimicking works and sold them as “genuine fakes,” a term coined by legendary forger Eric
Hebborn, he never anticipated that someone would purchase his piece intending to deceive a
secondary buyer. This is exactly what Drewe did with the “niche Matisse” he commissioned
Myatt to paint for him. Soon Drewe persuades Myatt to expand on his copying abilities and
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consider the possibilities of passing them off as genuine works by Matisse, Ben Nicholson, and
Giacometti, to name a few. What Myatt comes to realize after working with Drewe for well over
a decade is that the alleged successful scientist and businessman was constructing a fictional
world of provenance records that held together elaborate back stories for each of Myatt’s works
in the name of other artists. The first chapter profiles Drewe and Myatt and exposes the minds
behind the provenance trap that literally changed art history books.
Wolfgang Beltracchi was caught by a paint sample containing titanium white. Although
this has been the downfall of many forgeries it is especially interesting in this case because
Beltracchi already knew to have the composition of his paint tested to match a forgery’s time
period. A simple overlook exposed one of the most successful forgers of all time, making more
money than any other known forger. Although he only claims credit to fourteen paintings
Beltracchi attests to still having work shown all over the world making him one of the best artists
in the world. He is known for his ego and his confidence and created a life of fame after
conviction with an autobiography and a self-made documentary of career. Beltracchi’s career is
undoubtedly impressive and sets the stage for chapter two’s debate over the evaluation of equal
aesthetic quality versus conceptual purpose.
Ely Sakhai may not have been creating the work himself but he was the central figure in
selling duplicate copies of below-average works by famous artists, profiting from the sale of the
original and its twin. As a New York art dealer Sakhai had access to a wide array of collectors
from all over the world searching for a piece that would make a statement about the buyer's
knowledge of art or simply the ability to say they have the means to pay for a piece deemed
highly valuable. Whether the clientele were making a passionate addition to their collection of
Impressionist work or just trying to show off as a sign of wealth, Sakhai managed to orchestrate
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a team of assistants who perfectly replicated pieces to be sold as the original to other markets.
Although the work of the con man went on for years, major auction houses hushed concerned
buyers who spotted what they believed to be their painting in the catalogs of upcoming sales.
Instead, American and European buyers were seeing a copy of the work they had purchased and
Asian buyers were spotting what they should have. Finally, the third chapter works to understand
how the art market can be its own worst enemy, caving under the pressure to make the most
money from a work rather than prioritizing the integrity of the original’s creation.
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CHAPTER 1
JOHN DREWE AND JOHN MYATT: OPPOSITES ATTRACT

Standing Nude, 1954 was listed in London Sotheby’s 1991 December auction catalog for
an estimated £180,000 to £240,000. Although its estimate was trumped by the three other pieces
listed under Alberto Giacometti’s name it was still an unusual and exciting occasion to have so
many paintings on the auction block by the artist most recognized for his work as a sculptor in
bronze, plaster, terracotta, and marble. Giacometti’s paintings are highly identifiable, the
brushwork is energetic and the colors are demure and most often monochromatic. The subject is
almost always confronting the viewer, looking us straight in the eye with a sense of confrontation
and solitude. Giacometti’s work in sculpture defines his career as an artist. Although the same
subjects and themes are seen in his painting, his three-dimensional work exemplifies his curiosity
with the surrealist and existentialism ideas. The figures are usually elongated and simplified,
standing upright in place or walking. Giacometti’s fame skyrocketed when he won the Venice
Biennale of 1962 with his piece L’Homme qui marche I, which would later become one of the
most expensive sculptures to ever sell in auction [Fig. 3].34
Standing Nude, 1954 was very similar, although the composition left the figure
obstructed by a table jutting from the edge of the canvas that covered the bottom half of the legs.
The piece stood out from the others on the catalog page but its history began at the Hanover
Gallery like many other Giacometti works had. Erica Brausen, gallery owner and friend of
Giacometti, sold the piece to Peter Harris in 1957 who was now looking to pass on the painting
to a new owner with the help of art agent John Drewe. Although the gallery receipts and old
Hanover Gallery albums attested to the authenticity of Standing Nude, 1954 it became
34
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abundantly clear to archivist Jennifer Booth [Fig. 4] and gallery director Mary Lisa Palmer that
there was a problem with the painting and its story. Palmer needed to see the painting and its
records herself, she knew Giacometti was not one for keeping records and those of the standing
nude were too perfect to be true. Although the artist spent nearly his entire career in the same
studio, Giacometti rarely made an effort to date or organize much of his sketches, studies, or his
finalized pieces. As the director of the Tate Gallery Archives, Booth had become suspicious of
Drewe’s intentions, keeping an eye and ear on his recurring visits to the archives. Palmer of the
Giacometti Association in Paris, France started to connect the dots between suspicious requests
for authentication. Several calls had been received from multiple buyers under different names
all wanting to confirm the work they claimed to be a Giacometti but could not present more than
a vague description of the work over the phone. In order for the association to verify any work
there must be a thorough evaluation of documentation of purchases, possible previous showings,
or gallery receipts. Drewe had recently made frequent drop-in appearances in the archive’s
offices and had begun asking far-too-specific questions about archival security measures. While
some of the Tate staff and Association representatives were charmed by Drewe’s polite
presentation, Palmer and Booth saw his curiosity as too enthusiastic in all the wrong ways.
In New York, art dealer Armand Bartos Jr. had several buyers interested in his piece only
if he could secure a certificate of authentication, while in London, Sotheby’s featured Standing
Nude, 1954 without the association’s recognition. Booth and Palmer both suspected a bigger
issue at play, denying any possibility that two Giacometti pieces appeared from thin air ready to
be reintroduced to the market. Booth and Palmer knew better than to be blinded by others’
excitement of potentially securing an Alberto Giacometti original from a famous action house or
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dealer. They could sense something far bigger was in the works that connected the piece in New
York to the calls received by the Giacometti Association.

Pictures, Receipts, and Fake Names
Verifying the whereabouts of a piece is often more significant than the aesthetic quality of
the piece itself. For Standing Nude, 1954, Peter Harris may have just been a collector but its
beginnings at the Hanover Gallery would trace all the way back to the piece’s primary purchase.
While the provenance of the nude is brief, the Gallery has always been known for its selectivity
and attention to detail, it would be a reliable source in understanding the authenticity of the
‘Giacometti.’ As a controversial yet legendary name in the collection of mid-century art,
entrepreneur Erica Brausen [Fig. 5] paved the way for artists like Giacometti who were
unconventional yet true artist types, just like Giacometti. Brausen had fought against the odds to
make it to London, fleeing Germany to Paris and eventually escaping to London on a fishing
boat in the early 1940s before beginning her career fighting against the ideas of the stereotypical
gallery owner. Brausen was a women in a male-dominated business, a German in a
Germanophobic society, and an open lesbian.” She was dedicated to representing artists who did
not fit the mold of the times and strived to defend artists like Giacometti who experimented and
tested the limits. Unlike the artists Brausen represented, she was a meticulous bookkeeper and
would have the know-how about any piece that entered or left her gallery, including a piece like
Standing Nude, 1954. Palmer knew she needed access to Brausen’s records in order to find any
evidence in support of her suspicions over John Drewe. Those records were all donated to the
Tate Archives [Fig. 6 and Fig. 7] which would prove to be the primary location of evidence to
confirm Palmer and Booth’s suspicions about John Drewe.
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Palmer met with Booth at the Tate Archives to examine the provenance references from
Sotheby's catalog. The most disturbing find was the image of Standing Nude, 1954 in the
Hanover Gallery photograph albums. Under the picture in black ink that was too fresh to be from
the 50s read:
Nude 1954
By Alberto Giacometti
Oil on canvas: 23-⅞ x 17-⅞ ins
Signed lower right.
Sold June 16th 1957
Immediately, Palmer knew it was not original to Brausen’s records. The image was far too sharp
to have been taken during the year the Hanover Gallery was open and was printed on coated
paper not used until the 1970s. Additionally, none of the images Palmer was weary about
featured the stamp of the Hanover Gallery photographer. Other materials included a genuine
gallery receipt of the sale of a Giacometti ‘nude’ and a receipt on 1950s-era paper crediting the
same purchase to a collector Peter Harris. The archives also included a letter from Peter Harris
granting John Drewe the ability to sell Standing Nude, 1954 on his behalf.35 These crucial pieces
of evidence soon reveal a distinct handwriting later found on the sales receipts from multiple
galleries in multiple cities.36 Palmer and Booth quickly began piecing together information about
Standing Nude, 1954, both factual and fictional.
Palmer went to London to see the piece at Sotheby’s and immediately knew it was not a
Giacometti. Most obviously she noted the lifeless figure and uncharacteristic background that did
not match how Giacometti would include stacks of canvases in the background or his abstracted
35
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studio dimensions. The background of many of Giacometti’s paintings appear to be randomly
filled with muted grey colors, when in reality he was suggesting the space behind the subject
with shadows and highlights cast around his studio. Palmer could read right through the forger’s
awkward addition of table at the figures knees, theorizing that they must have messed up the
legs leaving them to “shatter the composition” to cover their original attempt at the legs.37
Sotheby’s agreed to postpone the auction of the nude but reassured Palmer that Brausen and art
expert Thomas Gibson had verified the piece as a Giacometti. Palmer found Brausen unable to
confirm the auction house’s story in her old age while Gibson had never heard from them, saying
that Sotheby’s has a “vivid imagination” to include his authentication of the phony painting.38
Beyond Sotheby’s missing authentication, how did the so-called provenancial materials
make it into the Tate Gallery and ultimately on the auction block? It all connects back to John
Drewe, the art agent for the strange ‘footless nude’ titled from 1954. Before he was known as an
agent, he advertised himself as a former nuclear physicist and professor, a lover of art, and even
took on the aliases of Viscount Chelmwood and Richard Cockcroft to name just a few. Every
persona would play a part in the scheme Drewe constructed out of random names, facts,
locations, and history. It becomes clear that this “informational universe” of webbed fact and
fiction defined his whole life.39 To begin his career as a provenance forger, Drewe starts as the
former physicist turned businessman. Drewe gained the trust of Bill McAlister, director of the
Institute of Contemporary Arts in London, who was looking to find additional funding for the
ICA’s archival efforts in hopes of allowing access to more students, children, and art lovers in
addition to the permission granted to scholars and researchers. McAlister failed to get the help of
the Tate who was not interested in expanding access but was greeted by an enthusiastic Dr. John
37
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Drewe who claimed his team of academics from his company Norseland Industries was
interested in creating an elaborate computerized collaboration of archival data “between the
Hanover Gallery and the ICA, particularly 1951-7.”40 Drewe also offered a donation to the Tate
for the expansion of archival resources. The director of the Tate archives at the time, Sarah
Fox-Pitt, joined McAlister’s enthusiasm for the charming professor’s interest in record keeping.
Unbeknownst to the two of them, they had just granted Drewe uninterrupted access to all the
materials needed to pull off one of the influential art crimes to date.

The Provenance Scheme
Provenance records are the backbone of authentication. There are tests for materials, such
as testing paint compositions, but they tend to be the last source of verifying a piece’s validity.
The provenance for a piece paints a more complicated story of significance and ultimately how
its value is determined. Archives and libraries have become essential components of museums,
galleries, and institutions, and are essential to providing an accurate picture of the historical
context, inspiration, and ownership of specific pieces. These departments are highly protected
and take precautions to contain materials within the museum. The substantial growth of the art
market over the twentieth century has led to an increased demand for the authentication of
purchases. If a buyer is willing to spend several figures on an original work, there better be
records of the piece’s authenticity. While there are many buyers out there looking to make a fine
addition to their private collection, some buyers see such a purchase as an investment into a
buyer’s value and social prestige. Psychoanalyst and art historian Werner Muensterberger states
that “buying a painting that was once owned by a well-known person means, in a way, standing
in their shoes, walking in their footsteps, possessing a small part of their myth… the idea is that
40
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the value of the objects themselves that they are ‘someone’ or alternatively they cultivate a secret
garden which may bring to light a different self.”41 This is where fake records of an inauthentic
piece come into play. Beyond the interest in the aesthetics of purchasing expensive art, the
records are where the value really lies. An authentic piece could lack provenance and never quite
make it into the market, but an forgery could sell if the name of the artist and the provenance met
the standard qualifications of an auction house.
Drewe once said that “archives are on the lookout for people taking material out, not for
people putting it in.”42 He had been granted access to do just that, plant evidence and manipulate
existing files in order to fit the works he hoped to sell at auction houses and to art dealers. No
one is sure of the extent of Drewe’s scheme. Experts are still unsure if all of his additions and
changes have been accounted for, leaving researchers questioning the validity of Tate’s archival
material pertaining to art movements, artists, and sales records that align with Drewe’s target. By
creating what he believed to be the perfect provenance for the forgeries he was trying to sell, he
was more greatly making a permanent impact on the archival records of art’s history. As
Fox-Pitt’s predecessor at the Tate Archives, Booth had become familiar with the name ‘John
Drewe.’ Upon first impression, Drewe was an enthusiastic scholar and a knowledgeable art
lover.43 Over time the impression wore thin, revealing his enthusiasm to be riddled with
suspicious questions that lingered on strange specific details and knowledge that was really an
ongoing bluff. It became clear that through all of Drewe’s rambling, name-dropping, and
schmoozing, he was attempting to distract from his work in the archives. Booth received
complaints from her staff when Drewe was in the office, complaining that he was overly polite
41
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and eagerly apologetic while serious researchers would not second guess sending Booth’s staff
deep down a rabbit hole of information. He was performative and exaggerated versus the
mind-my-own-business approach of dedicated researchers. Booth was both concerned and
in-awe by how differently his behaviors were observed versus how he thought he was being
perceived. Booth brought the issue to the attention of Beth Houghton, the head of the library and
archives, only to be told to not worry about Drewe, the benefactor and friend of the Tate Gallery
and Archives. 44

Who is John Drewe
John Drewe [Fig. 8] wore many hats, or at least claimed he did. Beyond his time spent as
a nuclear physics professor and an entrepreneur of a data analytics company, he advertised
himself as “a historian specializing in the Nazi era, a consultant for the Ministry of Defence, an
army luitenant, a weapons expert, and in his off-hours, an expert hang glider.” Drewe’s best and
only real friend Hugh Roderick Stoakes claimed that in their youth, the alleged professor was
actually a college drop-out and changed his name at the age of nineteen.45 Stoakes was surprised
to hear from him fifteen years later, claiming he had a PhD and had been working as a consultant
for sophisticated technology firms. He recalled their time spent together as studious characters,
more interested in opera and books about quantum mechanics than watching sports or attending
school functions. Drewe was always able to recall very specific pieces of information from
memory, Stoakes described, and was thrilled by other people’s reactions to his abilities even if
the quotes strung together from textbooks made no sense together. He had a talent for making an
impression on the right type of person. Drewe was “a good judge of character, he was less
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concerned with appearance than with a person’s vulnerability.”46 He was captivated not by the
information itself but his ability to present it as a testament to his superiority over others and as a
sign of prestige and class.
John Drewe painted a reality for himself that he had never lived or known. As much as
Drewe was seeking the financial prowess of a well-to-do art agent, he was really in it for the
appearance of status he believed he’d find in the art community. In the years he spent
constructing the foundation of his career as a nuclear physicist turned archival database savant,
Drewe met Peter Harris, a man who also liked to bend and exaggerate the truth for his status.
Recalling the provenance of Standing Nude, 1954, Harris was the owner of the piece interested
in selling with the help of Drewe. It is unclear if Harris was ever in combat, as there are no
records to his service, but by the end of one of his signature alcohol-fueled monologues at a local
pub, anyone would know his claim to fame as an accomplished veteran of the British Army.
Harris was Drewe’s perfect pawn and became the owner of many of the pieces Drewe attempted
to have authenticated or sold through auction houses and galleries. Investigators to this day
suspect Drewe of convincing Harris on his deathbed to sign documents he included in his
provenance collection.47 For Standing Nude, 1954 and many other pieces, Drewe was willing to
do or say just about anything to prove his fictitious storyline to be true. Drewe may have had a
talent for manipulating history books and fibbing records and receipts, but he never would have
explored the potential of art forgery without John Myatt, the talented artist and struggling single
father looped into Drewe’s scheme.
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John Myatt’s Spiral into Crime
John Myatt was a family man involved with his community and a passionate artist who
could never find a way to make art a full-time successful career [Fig. 9]. He grew up in an
artistic household and quickly developed a talent in both music and painting. Later in life he
worked many odd jobs; he had a brief career in the music industry with his hit song “Silly
Games” that proved to be his only hit, he spent time as a portrait and landscape artist, and finally
was a part-time art teacher for children before making a final plea in a local magazine. In 1986,
Myatt submitted an advertisement in Private Eye, a London-based satirical magazine in hopes of
drawing the attention of its well-to-do, highbrow readers in search of “genuine fakes” in the style
of nineteenth and twentieth century painters for £150.48 “Genuine fakes” are produced in the
style of particular artists or movements without the high price of an original. A customer could
request a ‘Picasso’ with an understanding that they are paying about £150 for a painting that
looks like it was done by Picasso but is actually produced by Myatt. Myatt’s ability to mimic the
works of master artists came naturally, he understood the importance of perspective,
composition, and brushwork and understood the power of an unfinished or unperfected piece.
Myatt had a passion for understanding the methods of the artists he “faked” and knew that many
of the greatest modern artists never overworked the fine finishing details. What characterized
many of the artists he preferred were paintings left with imperfect strokes or abstracted forms.
He hoped he could translate the hobby into a side hustle. Little did he know, his abilities would
be quickly recognized and exploited by Mr. John Drewe.
The two John’s viewed art and its market very differently. Drewe intended to exploit
every resource he could to gain status amongst art experts and collectors while Myatt believed
art to be a powerful outlet of expression, creative expression, and an important part of history.
48
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Although Myatt was an advocate of art, he questioned the art market’s favoritism for the wealthy.
Its exclusivity hid fine art from the public eye and treated artwork as a financial investment to be
stored away in someone's private safe. While Myatt’s love for art was undeniable, it was dimmed
by his unwavering frustration with its inaccessibility to the average art lover.49 He never
anticipated his future arrangements with Drewe would escalate so quickly.
It all began when Drewe spotted Myatt’s article in Private Eye. He began with requesting
a pastiche, a piece in the style of Matisse, something simple and colorful. Myatt met Drewe and
his family for the first time when he dropped off the painting at his home. He seemed to do well
for himself, he drove a new car, he wore a freshly pressed suit, and had money to spend on a vast
art collection covering the walls of his entire home. Whether they were all authentic or genuine
fakes was unclear to Myatt but he was impressed nonetheless.50 Many commissions and family
dinners later, Myatt began to question where the works were going. He had become well
acquainted with Drewe and his family, fast friends in conversation and in business, but could not
help but notice missing pieces that once hung on the walls where Myatt often dined in Drewe’s
home. He had his suspicions but did not want to risk losing Drewe as a steady, reliable client
who seemed to understand his passion for art.51 Myatt’s raw talents really shined when asked “to
be” a new artist. He became fascinated and consumed with the research of an artist’s
compositions, brushstrokes, artistic process and approach, and even the historical and
psychological state of an artist’s life, fully taking on their persona to best emulate their
aesthetic.52 Giacometti was undoubtedly Myatt’s lifelong favorite and if he needed to get one
perfect for Myatt, it would be in his style. Myatt dug deep into the artist’s personal life, his
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romantic affairs, habits both good and bad, and his work method. He put himself in Giacometti’s
shoes, wondering how he stood, held his brush, or overwork parts of a single painting for hours,
days, and weeks on end.53

When it All Fell Apart
While Drewe initially seemed invested in understanding Myatt’s creative process, he
soon began to disclose more details about his investment ventures with the Tate Gallery and the
Institute of Contemporary Arts and his unusual interest with their archives. Drewe insisted Myatt
come to an event that the professor was allegedly sponsoring, only to find an earlier
commissioning he had done hanging on the walls of the Tate. A pair of Roger Bissiere genuine
fakes that once hung in Drewe’s dining room were proudly displayed in a national gallery’s
exhibition.54 Myatt was in shock and barely made it through the event listening to Drewe
elaborate on the detailed origins of the two paintings he had so generously donated. After the
event Myatt insisted on getting the two Bissiere pieces back. Drewe agreed but slowly convinced
Myatt of the opportunity’s potential. His work could be shown in museum’s like the Tate with
the help of Drewe’s connections and access to resources. Although reluctant, Myatt found
himself unable to turn down the chance to provide more for his children and himself. He loved
the work he was doing but it just was not enough. Myatt knew it was wrong, but it would take
nearly a decade for him to realize the drastic extent of Drewe’s provenance faking.
Myatt’s cut of commission gave him the life he wanted with his family. He was no longer
struggling to provide the basic necessities for his children, now going to the movies on special
occasions and returning to his church’s community he once took a great part in. For Myatt, the
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financial gain of the con provided a sense of normalcy. Besides the anxiety he experienced, he
saw it bring his family a means of living versus Drewe’s unwavering obsession with scheming
and manipulation. Although Myatt struggled to accept the extent of their conspiracy, he began to
realize the aesthetics of his work did not need to be perfect if the documentation sufficiently
vouched for a piece’s authenticity. He felt free to try his best rather than working himself into
exhaustion over perfectly imitating the complexities of the original artist’s persona and method.55
Myatt was only able to afford house paint, but in combination with a little bit of lubricant jelly
the industrial material became luminous and malleable. Although the combination looked like oil
paint it would never pass a paint sample test for authenticity. Drewe insisted he had a solution to
the problem in his lab. Using a pressurized container, he would “force [turpentine and linseed]
oil into the paint’s nuclear structure.” which would read like oil paint in a lab.56 While Drewe
seemed to have solutions for materials along the way, offering up additional brushes and thrifted
canvases, his Drewe’s art-loving facade became more transparent, believing Myatt could hide the
feet in one of his paintings with the addition of a fruit bowl.57 Despite Myatt’s opposition, he
covered the botched legs with the addition of a table. This would be Standing Nude, 1954 by
Alberto Giacometti after Drewe could implement all the right evidence in the Tate archives.
Jennifer Booth’s suspicions grew astronomically the day the pair of Bissieres were
returned to Drewe because of concerns of their provenance. Additionally, Booth reviewed the
paperwork supporting Drewe’s approval for Norseland Industries archival project, only to find he
had forgone the process and paperwork when he had fooled Sarah Fox-Pitts and Bill McAlister
into believing his intentions were flawless.58 On the other hand, Mary Lisa Palmer had received
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multiple requests for the Giacometti Association to authenticate pieces she knew were not
genuine. Once her research at the Tate archives with Booth proved the pieces’ inauthenticity, she
knew she could not allow Standing Nude, 1954 to make it into the catalog raisonne of Giacometti
no matter the resistance she faced from Sotheby’s. She received threatening calls from the
mystery names Viscount Chelmwood and Richard Cockcroft who attested to the piece’s
authenticity and rightful place in Giacometti’s official oeuvre. Palmer was not only the expert on
the location and state of almost every Giacometti work but also a close friend of Giacometti’s
widow Annette. 59 She considered Palmer a part of the family and knew she was the guardian of
Giacometti’s catalog that remained in the works. She was not going to take harassment from two
so-called art experts who defended the provenance Palmer knew to be forged.
Palmer knew she had solid evidence against Drewe when she found out a correlation
between the provenance of the footless nude “Giacometti” and another questionable piece said to
be by British artist Ben Nicholson. Both had referred to Peter Harris as the owner granting John
Drewe permission to sell the work on his behalf.60 In addition, she looked into Norseland
Industries only to find that it was registered to Drewe and a man named John Myatt. It had never
reported any financial records and was clearly serving as a front to a provenance scheme.61
Addresses, phone numbers, handwriting, signatures, and the types of paper used to create
provenance records of several phony pieces all started to look the same. Palmer felt she had
enough to contact the New Scotland Yard’s Art and Antiques Squad.
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The Investigation and Conviction
Director of the Art Squad Dick Ellis received concerned calls from Booth and Palmer.
Most surprisingly, John Drewe’s estranged wife Batsheva Goudsmid had repeatedly claimed to
have evidence of her ex-husband’s forgery scheme.62 Calls from both ends of the potential case
gave Ellis reason to believe Detective Sergeant Searle from the British intelligence and national
security was the man for the job. More often than not, the Art Squad was considered the lamest
sector of the force, whose “victims” were given little recognition from the unit. Wealthy and
culturally leveraged art collectors could handle a small loss of decor or investment. While Searle
handled matters of national importance, he was a former art historian. He recognized art forgery
as a necessary evil, a part of art culture that forced growth and change. Despite his philosophical
perspective, he believed the extent of Drewe’s crimes to be tampering with heritage, a line that
the detective saw to be far more impactful and dangerous than fooling an art collector into
buying a forgery.63 After a single chaotic interview with Goudsmid, Searle secured the name of
the artist that Drewe was in business with and soon arrived at Myatt’s front door.
After years of putting up with Drewe’s growing ego and manipulation, Myatt had pulled
out of his arrangements with Drewe. He could feel his days were numbered, anticipating the day
officials would come knocking on his door to investigate. When Searle arrived, Myatt welcomed
him inside calmly suggesting all the places he could find more materials. In coffee table books,
boxes in the attic, and sketches thrown around the house, Searle found studies of Giacometti’s
early work, close ups of works by Bissiere, and other revealing evidence of Myatt’s research.64
The artist was nothing but compliant and helpful throughout the investigation. He pointed out
every work he was suspected of painting and attempted to explain the extents of Drewe’s
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scheme. Searle was both impressed and surprised to find out that Myatt did not know that Drewe
had never been a professor and did not have any credit background in nuclear physics. It became
clear that Searle was going to need the help of Mike Volpe of the Organized Crime Unit of the
New Scotland Yard. He may not have known a thing about art but he could piece together the
smallest pieces of an investigation for a clean conviction.65 Volpe was known for his aggressive
investigative approach but was detail-oriented and understood Drewe to be like any other
criminal desperate to find a way around the law.
In April of 1996, Searle and Volpe approached Drewe's home with a search warrant. The
house was brimming with evidence that connected Drewe to plenty of the known forgeries Myatt
had claimed and paintings that the investigators had not found. Drewe was taken into custody
under “suspicion of theft and conspiracy to defraud dealers and auction houses” to which he
denied any intention or involvement.66 From the day of his arrest through his trial and sentencing
Drewe denied everything. He twisted every detail into an extensive story and turned yes or no
questions into hour long monologues to the jury and judge. The courtroom was a stage for Drewe
and the trial was a performance. If he wasn’t in the courtroom he was faking medical excuses,
all reported by different doctors, and even took a dramatic collapse clenching his chest outside of
the courthouse on what should have been the first day of the trial.67 His act came to a close with a
sentencing to six years in prison while Myatt received one year for his involvement. The most
convincing piece of evidence was not a painting in particular but a typewriter used to create the
letters, labels, and receipts of provenance for all of Myatt’s forgeries. Typewriters develop their
own signature with characters printing more clearly on one side of the page or the other due to a
misalignment or specific letters printing differently from a crack. Together these characteristics
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become recognizable across an individual’s work, including 250 pieces of evidence found in the
Tate Archives that correlated with a typewriter found in Drewe’s home.68

John vs. John
While Both Drewe and Myatt found themselves behind bars, their purposes for
committing their crimes could not have been different. Drewe’s “creative conspiracy” was sour
from the start. Myatt believed he had found a promising consistent client when he met Drewe but
when in reality he turned out to be a manipulative liar in a fancy suit.69 All along Drewe stood
tall on his false constructed persona in order to make Myatt feel small, influenced, and, most
importantly, needed. The arrangement between the struggling artist and the egotistical con man
came to a crashing halt but the effects of their efforts are still apparent. Myatt claims that he sees
his forgeries in museums, private showings, and in advertisements for events from time to time.
He believes that it is not worth blowing his own cover or the investment made by the paintings’
owners. If they were successfully passed into the hands of a happy buyer, then why ruin the
excitement of owning what they believe to be a fine work of art. After his brief time in prison,
Myatt has developed a successful career producing “genuine fakes” again, but this time the
payout is far higher than what he was making for the commissions from Private Eye magazine.
The artist has also worked in TV and film about his life and career as a forger. Drewe, on the
other hand, was convicted of defrauding a teacher of her life’s savings in 2012. While Myatt may
have created an unconventional career out of his past illegal activity, he is at least aware of the
dangers of his talent and willing to recognize the deception of his work. Drewe has dedicated his
life to creating a false sense of reality for himself and will stick to his lies no matter what it takes.
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Drewe is a lifelong criminal. Even if it started with art crime, he makes it abundantly clear that
he will not stop to get what he wants no matter who he manipulates or hurts in the process.
Drewe’s impressive yet unsettling ability to produce provenance records may have come
to a halt but the effects are still very present. The Hanover Gallery photograph albums and some
other archival materials at the Tate Gallery are flagged to caution researchers of residual changes
once made by Drewe and his work for the pieces still in circulation have not been noticed.70
What can we make of the value of the pieces Myatt claims are in private collection and
museums? While Myatt’s skills as an artist have developed into a career of creating genuine
fakes, Drewe’s fake provenance records are what have made his forgeries appear authentic in
private collections and museums. The pieces are considered valuable because of the false
construction of their provenances. Without them, the considerations of connoisseurs and experts,
like Palmer and Booth, would be the only source of authenticating works. This is where the
controversy of authenticating works comes from, Palmer and Booth are not driven by the
financial benefits of authentication works but auction houses and private dealers are in it for the
return on a sale. Because of this, they can make the choice to overlook aesthetic flaws or
inconsistencies if the provenance of a piece attests the value given to particular artists, such as
Giacometti.
Standing Nude, 1954 was close to becoming a true Giacometti, representing a part of the
sculptor’s limited oeuvre of paintings. Although there are not many, Giacometti’s paintings are
incredibly distinct and telling of his process. Much like his work as a sculptor, Giacometti’s
paintings are suggestive of a full form and its movement, emotion, and context. They often
appear incomplete yet detailed with areas where Giacometti went over a small area of the
composition over and over again. Although paintings by Giacometti may not be as valuable as
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his sculptures, they are a testament to Giacometti’s artistic process and his ability to capture a
moment in time representative of the subject and his perspective. Myatt’s fascination in
understanding an artist was his strongest asset. Although Standing Nude, 1954 was the root of his
downfall he knew it from the start but let Drewe try to sell it anyway. This painting of a footless
woman may not be representative of Drewe and Myatt’s “achievements” but the works that the
artist claims are still out there leave us guessing as to what is true about the value of art. If
Myatt’s claims are true, having just several paintings in the hands of private collectors and
museums is wildly impressive. While the owners and museum visitors are given a false sense of
an artist’s oeuvre, it is worth recognizing the achievement of having work in a major museum.
Even if collectors and curators question the aesthetics of those works, they will still place the
reassurance of their value in the records they came with. Figures 10 and 11 serve as a
comparison between an authentic Alberto Giacometti and a fake by Myatt signed as Giacometti.
Standing Nude, 1954 is purely a Myatt, not a Giacometti. With that said, his work that is
still out there is viewed as being by some other artist whose value is far greater. To a dealer and a
buyer the value remains the same, if not increasing, because of the significance the artist on the
label is said to have. If someone is willing to pay several figures for a work, there should be
ample evidence to validate the price tag. If Drewe’s provenance records are enough for collectors
and buyers then maybe Myatt’s other works should be valued more greatly under his own name.
As Myatt continues his career producing genuine fakes in the style of Monet, Van Gogh, and
Chagall, to name a few, it is interesting to think what lengths Drewe would have gone to create
stories of authenticity
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CHAPTER 2
WOLFGANG BELTRACCHI: PICTURE PERFECT FAME

Rotes Bild mit Pferden, or Red Picture with Horses, is characteristic of Heinrich
Campendonk of Der Blaue Reiter Expressionism [Fig. 12]. Der Blaue Reiter Expressionism was
a major German artistic movement begun by Vasily Kandinksy and Frank Marc in 1911.71 Artists
sought to explore representations of ideas beyond reality, abstracting forms and expanding the
use of color. The composition is compressed and morphed into unnatural dimensions with colors
that continue from one form to the next, as seen in the examples of Figures 13 and 14. The nature
scene features horses among trees and buildings that come together in an unusual blend of
geometric color blocking and shortened sense of depth. The painting is typical of Der Blaue
Reiter artists, expressing subconscious emotions through artistic mediums in a time of fear and
awaited turmoil of World War I. The bright colors, bizarre forms, and relatable motifs found
throughout Expressionist works were highly controversial while remaining representative of
many people’s embrace of the calm before the storm. Rotes Bild mit Pferden is no different; the
use of color and form is lighthearted and the abstract lines and shapes are imaginative and
otherworldly. Although the piece was thought to be Campendonk’s finest contribution to the
revolution of Expressionism, Rotes Bild mit Pferden was revealed to be a fake in 2011. What was
thought to be a passionate expression in a time of darkness turned out to be a phony forgery with
the simple purpose of making money.
Sofia Komarova believed, after her first impression, Rotes Bild mit Pferden to be an
extraordinary masterpiece and a rare find for a market in such great demand for Expressionist
artwork [Fig. 15]. Early twentieth century abstractionism artworks began to skyrocket in value
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towards the latter end of the century as the recognition for their innovation and experimentation
expanded into contemporary culture. Komarova, manager of the Artvera Gallery where the
Campendonk first entered the market, stated that the painting “show[ed] the painter’s boldness as
he anticipates what’s ahead… to know the impending tragedy and still paint is unbelievable.”72
She soon found her initial impression of the painting and the story she felt to be true of its history
to be all but correct. There is no tragedy, no tears, no historical context for a work that was
completed well after the events Campendonk, Der Blaue Reiter painters, and the world would
face in the early and mid-twentieth century.
The Artvera Gallery purchased Rotes Bild mit Pferden from Lempertz auction house in
Cologne on behalf of the buyer for a record breaking 2.88 million Euros, the highest ever paid
for a Campendonk.73 Artvera’s submission for authenticity was denied which led the gallery to
send the work to Nicholas Eastaugh, a technical art historian and co-founder of Art Access and
Research [Figure 16]. Eastaugh’s compositional testing of the paint would help determine the
authenticity of Rotes Bild mit Pferden by comparing what is known of materials available at the
time of the painting’s purported creation and what is found on the canvas. The results were not
conclusive and required more extensive analysis from Eastaugh. He later discovered that the
Doerner Institute in Munich had kept quiet about their suspicions. Eastaugh’s findings led to a
civil suit that eventually led to a criminal investigation into the origins of Rotes Bild mit
Pferden,74 but in order to need testing in the first place there were suspicions of the painting’s
provenance that had become a familiar story in galleries across Europe that were all finding
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questionable works with the same or similar story of provenance connected to the Jagers
Collection.
Rotes Bild mit Pferden was said to be a part of the infamous Jagers Collection of Werner
Jagers, a collection that seemed to be a hidden treasure and rare find in the 1990s. The collection
was in the possession of Helene Beltracchi, Jagers’ granddaughter who was selling the works
through dealers, galleries, and auction houses.75 Jagers had purchased most of his collection
through the esteemed 1920s German collector Alfred Flechtheim and was friends with master
tailor Johann Wilhelm Knops who was also said to be an art collector. Jagers hid all of his works
in fear of the Nazi looting and art suppression and explained his lack of records for his collection
for much of the twentieth century. But what caught the concerned eye of experts was the sticker
on the back of Rotes Bild mit Pferden that read “Collection Flechtheim.”76 There is a lot known
about an art collector and dealer as famous as Flechtheim and his methods are known to have
always been the same. Through the full extent of his career, his authentication process never
included stickers on the backs of the artwork he came into contact with. Art forger Tom Keating
would call this sticker a “time bomb.” While Keating would intentionally leave a piece of
evidence that would eventually lead back to him, Beltracchi probably thought his work was too
good to ever be taken to scientific authentication testing or flagged for including an
uncharacteristic sticker from Flechtheim.77
Beyond Beltracchi’s “time bomb” sticker, art experts and gallery owners began digging
deeper into their shared suspicious provenance trails of Jagers and his alleged friend Johann
Wilelm Knops. There are no historic traces of Jagers or Knops in Flechtheim’s records and in
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any other credible line of ownership referenced in the questionable records.78 Instead Eastaugh
and his team found the opposite; it was as if the paintings were all related in a story that had not
been documented in any catalog raisonnes or artist’s oeuvre. Instead they found the opposite;
very suspicious work fit the description of pieces described in literature but never perfectly
matched the identified works known to be produced by an artist, such as Heinrich
Campendonk.79 Where the artist or a collector noted their inspirations or thoughts about a work
that has not been identified or known to exist was suddenly a reality with the discovery of the
Jagers Collection.

Where Art and Science Collide
The most classic modern giveaway for forgeries, especially paintings, is found traces of
titanium white in compositional tests of questionable works’ materials. Eastaugh’s application of
technical art history begins with material studies but to understand the full story of a work there
must be an understanding of the historical context and significance of materials. While there are
fancy ways to obtain scientific data from a painting, like x-rays and Infrared imaging to
understand the creative process behind a work, the right knowledge about the context of art
materials can lead to a characteristic combination of factors that define a school, period, region,
or even a particular artist.80 Using his formal training in these methods and techniques, Eustaugh
could immediately identify Rotes Bild mit Pferden as a forgery because of the pigment traces of
not only titanium white but also phthalocyanine green, both of which were developed after the
signed date of 1914. This case of forgery was characteristic to others discovered by pigment test
results, each included titanium white as an underlayer so it could not be attributed to later
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restoration work. Campendonk and other artists would not use the modern composition of
titanium white until the 1940s or 50s, years after the pigment was strictly used for commercial
use before refinements were made in its composition.81
Other unusual finds made by Eustaugh, colleague Jilleen Nadolny, and their team at Art
Access & Research included limited to no signs of craquelure that should occur with aging, glue
samples that had not yet been developed by 1914, and very present traces of cinnabar, a pigment
that does not belong in any modern painting as synthetics replaced its brick red color. It was
especially strange across the long list of paintings tested in the lab from the Jagers Collection that
had the correlation of not only a phony provenance but traces of a toxic mercury sulfide once
used as a colorant. Additionally, the research team began noticing correlations between the
frames and stretchers. Many of the frames were from the right period in time but were sourced
from a small potential region of sources wood and did not match the variety of locations where
the purported artists’ lived and worked. The method of paint removal left the same sanded
pattern and linen thread exposure and the stretchers were all too similar to be from different
artists. Whoever was behind the deception was overly historic and consistent in one approach
while overlooking one of the most obvious tell-alls in authentication.

Family Business
Through the extensive efforts of dedicated art experts, suspicious dealers, and
sophisticated art technicians it became clear that the deception could not have been done by an
individual, the stunt was credited to frontman Wolfgang Beltracchi, husband to Helene, the
granddaughter of Jagers, her sister-in-law Jeanette Spurzen, and colleague Otto
Schulte-Kellinghaus [Fig. 17]. Once the evidence came together against Helene, the full picture
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of the scheme was painted. Wolfgang grew up painting everyday with his family, especially his
father who restored frescoes for a living and copied old masters in his free time. As painting was
a part of the everyday, Beltracchi found himself more interested in graphic design, photography,
and illustration but found himself following in his father’s footsteps copying master works.82 As
a student Beltracchi would search for paintings at flea markets to restore and resell to make a
little money but over time he found a method for removing the paint and using the existing
canvas to paint his own work to sell. Although an innovative way to make some money while
enrolled in school, Beltracchi was well on his way to creating his first fakes from these flea
market canvases. From an early age, Wolfgang discovered techniques in attempt of creating the
appearance of aging, such as craquelure or the accumulation of dust. Until the final work he
produced, Wolfgang used an oven to dry out his paintings to create the appearance of cracks
across the surface of the oil paint and added dust to the bottom gap between the stretcher and the
canvas. Finally, he would steam the back of works to smooth out bulging caused by the oven.83
On top of Wolfgang’s extensive experimentation with methods to produce the appearance
of age, he always took great pride in his attention to detail and studied his materials closely
before using them in his work, making sure to only use materials that could properly date back to
the time of the artists he was copying, or so he thought. He studied books like Max Doerner’s
The Materials of the Artist and Their Use in Painting from 1921 and historical artists’ supply
catalogues found in flea markets.84 He claimed to have somehow sent trial paintings with the
paints he intended to use on forgeries to laboratories for testing. Anything that came back as
problematic would not be used in his forgeries. While this may be a long shot claim by
Wolfgang, it does attest to the impressive number of works he would later claim he created
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through the 1990s that have not been identified.85 If all that he claimed is true, there had to be
more than just one man behind a deception that successfully conned their way into having an
estimated sixty or so works in the style of 24 different artists still hanging in galleries, private
collections, and museums.86
Helene Beltracchi is one of the few rare cases where a woman played a major role in the
execution of a deception. As the face of her grandfather’s estate, she claimed to be selling the
works on his behalf, all of which she knew to be fake. Wolfgang took not only her surname but
her family lineage to his advantage. After the death of Helene’s grandfather Werner Jagers, he
suggested using his name in a constructed story for his paintings’ provenance records.
Unbeknownst to Jagers, his granddaughter and her husband credited him as the sole owner of the
Jagers Collection that would include most of the forgeries Mr. Beltracchi produced.87 Similarly,
his colleague Otto Schulte-Kellinghaus’s grandfather Knops was referenced as the owner of
several pieces connected back to the Flechtheim Gallery. The provenance records of Beltracchi’s
work began with both Jagers’ and Knops’purchases from Flechtheim through the 1920s but
required active engagement with buyers and dealers in order to generate interest and the
elevation of prices for the works. This was the job of Schulte-Kellinghaus. He developed close
connections with highly recognized and renowned art experts and collectors, such as Werner
Spies, who provided many of the authentifications and appraisals for the forgeries that led to
purchases from the collection.88
The provenance story may have been vague but it was plausible and rarely questioned.
Many works from artists like Max Pechstein, Heinrich Campendonk, Kees van Dongen and Max
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Ernst, Fernand Leger went missing during World War II which was used to Beltracchi and his
team’s advantage.89 To fit the story even further, husband and wife Wolfgang and Helene
developed photographs on 1920s photo paper for additional records. One especially elaborate
case included dressing Helene up as her grandmother posed with several of the forged paintings
of the “Jagers Collection” but only scans were used which was later a red flag for experts. To
really round out the deception, the conmen would occasionally sell authentic works with the
same false provenance in order to further its believability, they knew how to combine lawful
sales in order to give the impression that all of the works with this provenance were authentic.90
In the case of Rotes Bild mit Pferden, a combination of both suspicious provenance and revealing
scientific testing exposed a massive forgery scheme led by a man claiming to still have works
hanging across the world in galleries and museums.

Their Downfall
Beltracchi and his team were finally brought to an end when they were arrested on
August 27th, 2010.91 Before being given the opportunity to face a judge and jury, Wolfgang and
Helene Beltracchi, her sister-in-law Jeanette Spurzen, and Otto Schulte-Kellinghaus made full
confessions that lead to conviction settlements.92 Although the charges could have totalled up to
more than fifty years in prison, Wolfgang settled for only six years in an open prison which
granted him the ability to work during the week and spend only nights and weekends within the
prison walls. The prosecution was sure of their investigation but was not sure if there was
enough evidence to prove the details of each individuals’ offense or contribution to the crime.
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They were each noted to be visibly impressed with themselves at the prosecution while
discussing the abbreviated terms of their sentencing. Beltracchi was convicted of fourteen counts
of fraud in conjunction with forgery of documents.93 To this day, there are thirty-three fraud cases
connected to Beltracchi that are still under investigation while an estimated $36 million in
fraudulent artworks are still in circulation.
Much of the evidence used to convict Beltracchi and his accomplices had been shared
with police well before the investigation formally began.94 Because of the nature of the crimes,
law enforcement often sees these losses as purely financial and limited to the worries of big
spenders most likely unaffected by the loss of several million dollars. While that may be how a
lot of people see it, their conviction could have been far more impactful had law enforcement
acted earlier. Upon further investigation, it became apparent that Beltracchi’s perspective of the
art market is not much different than how the police may have seen it; his profit from the work
was to take advantage of these privileged buyers so he himself could live a similar life from his
fraudulent profits. According to Beltracchi, “the art market and the ‘greed and dishonesty of the
trade’ are largely responsible for this sorry state of affairs.” The forger believed the
money-making priorities of auction houses and dealers to be the greatest contribution to his
success. While it may be easy for him to say after living a lavish lifestyle, he may have been
making this intentional criticism all along.
On the other hand, the German media was highly sympathetic, calling for exhibitions of
fakes and stating that art forgery is “the most moral way to embezzle 16 million Euros.” Even if
Beltracchi claimed to have intentionally challenged the construction of the art market, he was
also thriving from the publicity and was described by Frankfurter Allgemeine as “smiling in
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court as he achieved self-actualization and celebrity, praised by the world as a great artist who
despite swindling millions from collectors, did not really hurt anyone who could not afford—or
even deserved—to be a victim.”95 The combination of awaited fame and lenient sentencing
nearly encourages personalities like Beltracchi to use his skills to deceive buyers and dealers.
Although he would spend six years in open prison, he didn’t seem too bothered with his
open-prison arrangement that allowed him to continue painting and gain public recognition. The
publicity outweighed the punishment and Beltracchi ultimately received the “bonus in finally
being able to take credit for [his] victory over the art community.”96

Fame, Fortune, and Controversy
Years after his conviction, Beltracchi became more outspoken about his inspirations and
intentions behind creating fake works, most of which were most likely fueled by the media
coverage and dramatization of his story. He called constructing the provenance story with Helene
before selling the forgeries as authentic works. As Helene approached dealers she realized how
little information they needed in order to accept a piece for auction or purchase. They were
happy to find anything to be sold as long as there was a plausible story and an artwork with the
right signature on it. Helene recalled that it seemed “Easier to sell a painting for half a million
than it is for ten thousand,” especially when the work fit into a thriving market for particular
styles or movements.97 The forging team took advantage of incomplete catalogue raisonnes and
gallery or museum catalogues of past exhibitions or showings. If an artist’s catalogue raisonne
was incomplete or debated it provided the opportunity to present a work from that piece that was
newly rediscovered and placed on the market. It was the perfect opportunity to create a false
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story about old gallery showings that fit the narrative they needed others to believe in order to
validate the forgeries’ authenticity. “The more desired a work of art is, the less its authenticity is
going to be doubted by experts, dealers, and auction houses.”98
Forgeries are successful when they properly imitate the oeuvre and style of an artist,
mimic the visual signs of proper age, and more recently forgeries must be able to do so
chemically in the composition of materials available at the time of a painting’s alleged creation.
For Beltracchi, he may have passed the first two but fell short in making sure his paint was
sourced only from materials available to Campendonk in 1914. He claims that this “time bomb”
was a mistake and pointed a finger at the paint manufacturer for not labelling the pigment for its
traces of titanium white, although this has not been verified. Compared to others, Beltracchi is an
exception in the timeline of forgers by making an extreme effort to understand the materials
appropriate for the time of particular artists he copied. He was strategic in picking artists who
were not too high in the ranks of payout at auction or sale but still held their ground in the history
of art in order to not draw too much attention or incriminate himself with conflicting provenance
records.99 No one was going to question too much about the provenance or authenticity of the
artists he chose and would most likely not lead to formal testing. Up until his flaw in
pigmentation, Beltracchi knew he could rely on creating works by artists whom we know little
about or works that have been lost to fill a gap in an artist’s oeuvre in order to exploit art buyers.
James Roundell, an art dealer that came into contact with Rotes Bild mit Pferden at
Artvera Gallery, emphasized that “innovation is at the heart of the values of art and the displays
in museums.”100 Artistic worth or value does not come from copying an idea that was once an
innovation. While Beltracchi may have claimed to feel the same way as Roundell, many believe
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his angle is just a ploy for financial gain and publicity. Beltracchi claims his offenses to be the
responsibility of the market he exploited and that his skills are just as notable as those of the
artists he forged. He believes his actions are a testament to the corruption of the art market that
values name dropping and romanticism of artists versus the artistic talent behind a painting’s
creation. Beltracchi stated that “an idea doesn’t make you a great painter,” the ability to paint
does.101 The value of art is thought to be rooted in the intangible value of the inspiration or
context of a work of art but Beltracchi was driven by the opposite logic, he believes the
execution of a work speaks more greatly to its value than the person behind its creation. In legal
terms Beltracchi is guilty of forging the innovative ideas and inspirations of others despite his
belief that value is not rooted in originality but the ability to make something appear original.
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CHAPTER 3
ELY SAKHAI: SWEATSHOP RINGLEADER

In May of 2000, Sothebey’s and Christie’s began compiling their early summer auction
catalogs. Each house planned a wide variety of offerings varying from antiquities to modern and
contemporary works. As word spread through the community of interested collectors and
invested dealers, it became clear that there was some confusion over who was offering a Paul
Gauguin titled Vase de Fleurs from 1885. The twin paintings are shown in Figure 18. The piece
they each believed to be offering came from two different owners from two different continents,
both with the proper authentication. Before the catalogs were printed, both pieces were sent for
evaluation in order to determine if at least one was genuine. Although artists are known to make
multiples or a series of the same subject matter or theme, there are thorough records
documenting the trend. Paul Gauguin is not known to be one of these artists.
The two Vase de Fleurs were sent to Sylvie Crussard, a Gauguin expert at the
Wildenstein Institute in Paris. She determined that the piece at Sotheby’s was authentic and the
fake was at Christie’s. She stated that it was the best counterfeit she'd ever seen.102 Crussard
profiled the potential forger, believing that they must be young to account for the agility and
energy of the work, and most likely not American because their art schools do not teach the
traditional oil paint techniques that are very apparent in the fake.103 Neither Christie’s nor
Sotheby’s seemed too interested in getting to the bottom of the dilemma, but for FBI officials it
was the perfect evidence to make a case against Ely Sakhai, a New York based art dealer from
whom the Sotheby’s Vase de Fleur was sourced. What was most criminalizing was not his
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ownership of the authentic work but his connection to the original provenance records of the
Christie’s fake. Not only was Sakhai the seller of the real Gauguin but was also the original
dealer of the copy several years prior.
Sotheby’s intended to proceed with the sale, as there was no issue in their eyes in making
a profit on a work with such an esteemed artist as Gauguin. For such a recognizable name to be
included was nothing unusual but nevertheless the excitement over a piece, even if it was not one
of his masterpieces, was still consistently profitable at an estimated six figures. These pieces did
not rack in the greatest profits so they did not receive the same level of attention from auction
house specialists when being presented for consideration. So when Christie’s was presented with
a Gauguin that would make an estimated $300,000 it was not to be questioned. These
“middle-market” paintings reached a wider audience with a lower price point that still granted
the buyer a sense of pride in owning a piece by a modern master without the multi-million-dollar
price tag. If profit and pride are the only factors, overlooking coincidences in past ownership and
dealings of a piece is easy business.

International Lost Twins
Vase de Fleurs was consigned to Sotheby’s by Sakhai who had presented an genuine
certificate of authentication and records stating a man by the name of Sir Lawrence Olivier had
once had it in his possession. Sakhai stated that he had the work hanging in his New York gallery
for several years and had recently decided to part ways with the piece. Similarly, the ‘Gauguin’
presented to Christie’s had once been owned by Sir Lawrence Olivier but had been hanging on
the walls of the Muse Gallery in Tokyo for several years.104 What set off red flags for the FBI
was that Sakhai had sold Vase de Fleurs to the Muse Gallery with its own certificate of
104
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authentication, making him the source of both works with the same title from the same year by
the same artist. If Sakhai was confident enough to sell a fake to a gallery in Japan and keep the
original for a future sale, all with the proper documentation, he had a far larger scheme than just
one Gauguin.
Ely Sakhai’s scheme began in his New York galleries, The Art Collection Inc. and
Exclusive Art. While he stayed under the radar, Sakhai was known for collecting very high
numbers of works at a very high turnover rate, usually overseas. The Asian market for
Impressionist and other twentieth century works was booming through the 1990s and early
2000s, making pieces Gauguin, Chagall, Modigliani, Renoir, and Klee very attractive for
Sakhai’s clientele. Despite being a recognized and rather prominent dealer, Sakhai remained
under the radar and was generally disinterested in the top tier offerings. He focused strictly on
high volumes of lesser known works by master artists. The works he would select that would go
on to be copied were always certified by an association or committee that oversaw all
authentications of the artist of the work and were usually vaguely described in text, allowing for
small changes in the details while still fulfilling the overall description found on paper. While
making a name for himself around town and in international communities of art collectors,
behind the scenes Sakhai was hiding an elaborate plot to double his profits with not only the
original purchases but the copies he had made in the back rooms of his two galleries. As he built
a sophisticated, non-stop alibi for himself amongst his fellow gallery owners and auction house
representatives, a workshop of Chinese immigrants created near-perfect replicas of his collection
to be sold from The Art Collection Inc. and Exclusive Art.
Sakhai’s scheme found near perfect solutions to the issues faced by other forgers. While
most would never dare to create a perfect copy of an existing piece, Sakhai ignored any worries
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of the issue for the sake of quick profit and turnover. Because of this, he was able to present the
exact work to be copied in person versus looking at an image or scan of a piece. Similarly, the
copy would be put into the original frame and given the certificate of authentication.105 The
copies were offered to clients abroad, mostly in Asia, where the cultural value of authenticity is
greater than the value of aesthetics.106 After several years with the original work hanging on his
gallery walls, Sakhai would casually resubmit the piece to the association or committee that had
previously verified the artwork. Little did they know that the original certificate they were
replacing was not lost or damaged but sent with the copied painting. After reframing and using
photocopies of the provenance records, Sakhai would profit twice from the twin paintings,
focusing on the American and European markets. 107 Sakhai was aware that his ploy could not last
very long, he was bound to get caught but the lack of consequence for such crimes led him to
dismiss his disregard for the law and the cultural norms he exploited for his own benefit. Before
elaborating on the sophistication of his ploy there is much to understand about the man behind
the plan.

The Entrepreneur’s Story
Ely Sakhai was born in Iran in 1952 and immigrated to the United States with his family
in 1962. From then on, his family ran an antiques store and flea market where Sakhai found the
inspiration for his long career in the authentic and fake art market. The store once had two lamps
between which Sakhai saw little to no difference. With vastly different price tags, Sakhai
switched the labels and watched as the knock-off was purchased for the price of the authentic
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antique lamp.108 He went on to attend Columbia University in New York where he would begin
his career as an art dealer and collector. He grew his personal collection alongside his wife [Fig.
19] and shared a passion for Impressionist and Post-Impressionist work. She was Japanese and
had many connections to interested dealers and collectors both in her home country of Japan and
across Asia. 109 Within the New York art scene through the 1980s and 90s, Sakhai flew under the
radar yet made appearances at events and showings frequently. He was described as being
unproblematic but always memorable, wearing bold and brash oversized suits with a distinct
mustache and an aggressive cologne.110 He was well respected in the Iranian-American
community of Old Westbury, a Long Island suburb, and amongst the ultra-Orthodox Chabad
Jews with whom he worked with on the Ely Sakhai Torah Center. He was locally philanthropic,
professionally reserved, and more than willing to build relationships to fill in the gaps in time he
was not overseeing the production of Master modern artists’ fakes behind closed doors.
The initial tip-off to art experts and law enforcement was with La Nappe Mauve, a
Chagall that fit the mold of works Sakhai’s clientele were interested in [Fig. 20]. It had changed
hands several times after its original owner in Tokyo had purchased the piece from Sakhai.
Suspicion of the piece’s authenticity arose when Cyril Koller, director at Galerie Koller in
Zurich, stated he “just didn’t feel right about the piece.”111 Commité Chagall authenticates all
Chagall’s and confirmed the certificate found with La Nappe Mauve was genuine, but he knew
the brushstrokes and colors were slightly off. Similarly, over the course of the mid- to late-90s,
other works caught the attention of concerned dealers and experts; Jeune Fille á la Mandoline by
Marie Laurencin was offered to Christie’s who knew the same painting hung in Sakhai’s gallery,
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the sale of Les Maries au Bouquet de Fleurs by Chagall was reversed after the buyers expressed
concerns about its appearance, and the sale of Chagall’s Le Roi David Dans le Paysage Vert and
a Renior were both denied authentication when sent to Paris [Fig. 21, Fig. 22, Fig. 23].112 Kara
Besher, owner of Maru Gallery in Japan, began getting word of concerned buyers, one of which
asked for her expertise in an upcoming potential purchase of a Modigliani that happened to be
offered by Sakhai. While attending a meeting to discuss the work, Besher noted that Sakhai had
several “apparently valuable paintings” stacked against a wall that all appeared to be too new
looking with no signs of aging, such as crackleque on the surface of the paint or evidence of
settled dust between the bottom edge of the canvas and the frame.113 Japanese art dealer Y. Mano,
another Japanese dealer had almost the exact same encounter.
Back at his homebase of New York, American auction houses were suspicious about
hearing their artworks were also in Japan. “Every time we put a painting from [Sakhai] in, we’d
get a phone call from around the world saying, what are you doing with my painting?”114 For
nearly a decade special agent Jim Wayne of the FBI had Sakhai under investigation, and for five
or six years Sakhai was aware that he was being watched. International forgery becomes very
complex, involving investigative efforts in several countries, trying to get answers from buyers
and dealers who did not want to admit their mistakes, and everyone speaks different languages.
Through the course of the late 1990s, Sakhai played it incredibly cool, breezing by any questions
or concerns he received from galleries and auctions houses with a “matter of fact” attitude,
denying any involvement in an art faking scheme. Until the day he was convicted, Sakhai denied
every bit of his involvement.
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Bound to Fall Apart
Sakhai was able to successfully maintain his underground art exchange for nearly twenty
years because of his exploitation of cultural norms and the shortcomings of the art market for his
personal gain, much like Beltracchi. The general tolerance of fraudulent work and ability to use
the social status seeking aenda behind the motivations of auction houses and buyers allowed
Sakhai to implement his scheme. He was aware of the cultural politics of his Japanese clientele
that would deter them from ever asking questions or voicing a concern. Japanese buyers value
the authentication almost more than the painting itself so the initial purchase relies more heavily
on a slip of paper than the canvas itself. After the deal is official and suspicions arise, the
expectation of superior pride and genuinity would keep someone from admitting their purchase
may not be authentic.115 This goes for auction houses and galleries as well, no one wants to admit
they have accepted a fake for the sake of their own pride and reputation.
Auction houses and some galleries would much prefer to make money than lose a
possible sale or recognition as an exclusive, luxury establishment. Amongst art professionals, it
is a huge deal to question authenticity or suggest that something is fake or forged. Even if
someone is not associated with a suspected work, speaking to the subject can be just as socially
damaging. Similarly, auction houses are not going to stress over works estimated below $1
million or so, it is not considered worth the time for the “low” payout they produce. What is most
concerning is that auction houses were “aware of the basic pattern as early as 1997.”116 Plenty of
professionals and experts make mistakes, but in this case a complete blind eye was turned
repeatedly for about four years. What was played off as a coincidence over the phone was
actually a minor money ring behind the scenes. Although there is no known collusion, there is
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room to theorize about potential deals between dealers and auction houses all looking to get their
cut and any opportunity to make a profit.
Sakhai’s ploy came to a crashing conclusion when FBI special agent Wayne successfully
collected enough evidence to charge Sakhai with eight counts of mail and wire fraud. Sakhai was
released on bail until he was arrested again for another eight counts before being sentenced in
July of 2005 to only forty-one months in prison and fined $12.5 million.117 Sakhai’s gallery office
manager Houshi Sandjaby pleaded guilty to fraud charges and faced up to five years in prison.
Sakhai had eleven works confiscated, four of which were proved to be authentic Chagall
paintings.118 A total of twenty-five fakes and their authentic “twins” made their way into auction
houses, galleries, and private collections across the world, all with the entrepreneurial talents of
Sakhai and the oil technique proficiencies of a workshop of Chinese immigrants. To this day, the
FBI has not identified the artists of the fakes.119 Although the act of copying a work is not illegal,
only the selling of the work under the impression that it is genuine is, the artists succeeded in
fooling many experts into believing their works to be true works by Gauguin, Modigliani, and
Renoir, to name a few.
Ely Sakhai’s scheme would most likely never work again. His case is one of the most
publicized cases of art forgery to date and appeared across multiple news platforms compared to
cases like John Drewe and John Myatt that were predominantly limited to paper news.
Communication is much more streamlined and digitization of galleries and auctions immediately
eliminates the effectiveness of separate markets between auction houses at the local scale and
different countries at the international caliber. The modernization of technology and media
makes Sakhai’s case far more visually intriguing compared to past cases where fakes and
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forgeries have been destroyed or never presented to the public for the sake of spreading criminal
ideas. Instead, the work of Sakhai’s behind-the-scenes artists can be found with a simple search
on the internet with comparisons to the originals and dramatic images of Sakhai leaving his court
trials. For the sake of art market critiques, the case of Ely Sakhai provides some of the most
thorough publicly accessible images of “successful” fakes that have exposed faults within the
vital influencers of art value.
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CONCLUSION

John Drewe and John Myatt, Wolfgang Beltracchi, and Ely Sakhai all share a common
motive. While they may not all claim it to be the driving factor behind their deception, they each
were drawn to the opportunity to make money. The art market is often looked down upon for the
elitism that prioritizes glamour and reputation over the inclusivity and acceptance that art is
supposed to be all about. Art provides an outlet of expression for anyone, yet the market that
thrives on the greatest expressions and artistic experimentations is limited to a small percentage
of people with the largest checkbooks. While Drewe, Myatt, Beltracchi, and Sakhai may front as
having been motivated by the ability to “stick it to the man” or prove their artistic abilities, each
of them were ultimately victorious in profiting from their illegal activities. Although their
motivations may be explained in another way, such a criticism of the ease it takes to fool experts,
can we say that all famous artists aren't motivated by money, too? While I can’t say the same
goes for all artists across the board, some may argue that the most accomplished artists of recent
times are motivated by the ability to make a piece for the sake of their name on the piece, not the
actual aesthetic or artistic quality of the work. There is an audience of collectors motivated by
their own reasons to spend millions of dollars on art, so let them. To play the devil's advocate,
why wouldn’t these forgers choose to take advantage of a thriving stable market for art with very
little punishment to fear. While Myatt may have realized the downfall that awaited him, Drewe
had no limits to the lengths he would go to create truth out of his lies. Beltracchi thrived on the
lifestyle his artistic abilities gave him, even if every work was ingenuine. Sakhai threw caution to
the wind, having near-perfect copies made of existing works for the sole purpose of profiting
twice. While their approaches and perspectives vary, these forgers embody many of the
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fundamental criticisms made of the art market and questions asked about how we value art and
aesthetics.
Myatt found himself backed into a corner unemployed and struggling to provide the basic
essentials for his children. He had never been able to make a decent living as an artist and had
nearly given up on his talents until his last-resort advertisement led him to John Drewe. After
years of disappointment and being told he wasn’t good enough, Drewe presented him with a
less-than-perfect shot at being a full time artist. He may not have welcomed the idea with open
arms, but Myatt knew he had a talent for copying the styles of master artists that could be put to
a far bigger use. Although Myatt may not have realized how big Drewe’s scheme was, he
managed to come out of the situation as a celebrity like other notable forgers in history. Myatt
found himself hosting a television series, making guest appearances on talk shows, and of course
producing artwork as “genuine fakes” in the style of artists such as Braque, Modigliani, Van
Gogh, and Roy Lichtenstien.120 He may have confessed to all of his involvement and given
detailed accounts of Drewe’s crimes but Myatt still came out on top with a successful career and
minimal time spent behind bars.
In the most immoral sense, John Drewe and Ely Sakhai operated as pure businessmen.
They were motivated by the money and the glamour of art collecting and each took very extreme
measures to get it. It is still unclear how much of Drewe’s life story is a lie or if any of his
background is true. He carefully crafted every interaction he had along the way to take advantage
of dedicated researchers and archivists who felt Drewe shared their same passion for art’s
history. Without hesitation, Drewe used his charm and his composure for years to trick his way
into some of the most protected archives in the world and has permanently left his mark in the
Tate Archives. Drewe went to the greatest lengths to tell the greatest lies, all to end as one of the
120
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most impactful forgery schemes in history that still has its lasting effects. Instead of filling in
details of history, Sakhai doubled the existence of two dozen artworks with the help of a studio
of unknown artists. Unlike Drewe’s schmoozing, Sakhai kept to himself and did not engage
within the art community unless he had to. He was heavily active in art dealings but not in the
social aspects of the art community. With the help of his office manager, Sakhai managed a small
studio producing doubles of artworks by top tier artists with some of the most famous names in
history. Not only did he run a ring of fraudulent art production, but using cultural norms to his
advantage, recognizing his target audience’s admiration for authenticity and opposition to
admitting when one is wrong. Drewe and Sakhai both went to extreme lengths to create a false
persona that was really hiding many dark secrets and shady activities in order to trick collectors
and dealers into hundreds of thousands of dollars in purchases of fakes and forgeries. While the
way they each there may not have been ethical, each case challenges the ambiguity of art value.
What if the work they traded could be seen with more recognition for its aesthetics while
overlooking the questionable methods that made it happen?
Wolfgang Beltracchi presented a very philosophical defense and pointed fingers at the
underground crookedness of the art market’s motivations as the root of his actions. He believes
that the ability for his work to pass as the work of a far more recognized artist makes his talents
just as strong, if not better. Much like Myatt, Beltracchi developed a very public persona after his
time in prison, developing a pseudo-autobiographical film that is full of self-praise and
monologues about the foolishness of art “experts” and the people who bought his work.
Although Beltracchi may be the most eccentric forger of these three cases, he does draw
interesting points of discussion about the motivations behind purchasing art and the value placed
in originality and authenticity. His arguments are often defended by the theories of snobbism and
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his fundamental belief that his work in the style of other artists is as great, if not greater, than the
original idea from which they both drew inspiration. Beltracchi’s philosophy may be outlandish
and even crossing a line in the eyes of many art experts, but it is the most extreme expression of
how many people see art; wildly overpriced and “something a five-year-old could have done.”
Fingers are often pointed at ‘snobbism’ as the root of all evil in the world of art
collection. Snobbism may be to blame for the elitist air that surrounds the art market but cannot
explain how we are opposed to the act of faking and forging art.121 Beltracchi would claim that
his work is a testament to the artistic talent and monument to the achievement of artists he forges
while staying true to his criticism of the market where the artists’ work is valued. The snobbism
forces us to consider Beltracchi’s work for something more than just its aesthetic presence, but
its place in history. He would further defend that his work is the embodiment of further thinking
from an artist, that his work is a continuation of thought versus a blatant disregard for our
undeniable appreciation for originality. Unfortunately, we cannot accept Beltracchi’s
simplification of his practice. Although he brings an interesting argument to the table, there is no
way to fully overlook the years he spent profiting from his deception. The cultural and historical
significance that forgeries intend to project is the root of the problem. Snobbism may explain our
need to understand the artist of a piece or to recognize that piece’s rightful palace as worthy or
valuable, but really we can accredit this need for authenticity to our need for historical and
cultural clarity. The piece of art contributes to “the history of culture, the history of art, and the
history of the artist” and we like to know there is truth in our understanding of how things once
were and how they affect the present, and how the present affects the future.122 We recognize and
ultimately praise the truth because of our solidarity in understanding the true context of things in
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time and history. Authenticating the creator of a work is not just a verification of the paint on the
canvas, but the concept that led to its aesthetic presence.
Without reading all the information that has been presented to you, how would you feel
about the paintings created by Myatt, Beltracchi, and Sakhai’s unnamed team of artists? Do you
think you’d like them or at least appreciate the artistic creativity behind their creation? While it is
only a theory, the Tingle Immersion Theory would serve as an excellent test of pure recognition
of aesthetics or even just what kind of art someone does or does not like. The Tingle Immersion
Theory states that the proper behavior on encountering a work of art is to strip ourselves of all
the vestments of knowledge and experience (since they might blunt the immediacy of our
enjoyment), then submerge ourselves completely and gauge the aesthetic potency of the work by
the intensity and duration of the resulting tingle.”123 While a professional art critic could not rely
solely on the tingling sensation they experience upon their first impression of a work, it would be
super cool. Although it is all very nonsensical, it is a refreshing step away from the neverending
debates of right and wrong or better and worse. The Tingle Immersion Theory may be every
forger’s perfect scapegoat but it also provides an opportunity to recognize their artistic abilities
beyond the twisted motivations that drove their deceptions. Whether these forgeries give you a
tingling sensation or not, or if any artwork does for that matter, these criminals did not choose
some horrendous crime to satisfy their demons but instead picked up a paintbrush and
(temporarily) convinced us that they too are masters of artistic expression.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: The Baptism of Christ by Verrocchio and Leonardo 1475
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Baptism_of_Christ_(Verrocchio_and_Leonardo)

Figure 2: Sleeping Eros by Michelangelo 1496
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/254502
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Figure 3: L’Homme qui marche I by Alberto Giacometti 1961
https://www.guggenheim-bilbao.eus/en/learn/schools/teachers-guides/walking-man-homme-quimarche-1960

Figure 4: Former Tate archivist Jennifer Booth
http://www.surreycricketfoundation.org/news/jennifer-booth-1942--2020-31346/

Figure 5: Erica Brausen photographed by Ida Kar in 1959
https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw66107/Erica-Brausen
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Figures 6 and 7: Tate Archives
https://medium.com/@francescoimola/sound-art-at-tate-archive-eccf0b88a88d
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/archive/exploitation-of-the-tate-archives-trial-of-accused-paint
ings-fraudster

Figure 8: John Drewe pictured in his home office.
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/archive/biggest-contemporary-art-fraud-of-the-century

Figure 9: John Myatt in his studio
https://www.barnebys.co.uk/blog/from-fake-to-famous-john-wyatts-forged-career
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Figure 10 (Left): A “Giacometti” by Myatt
https://www.canvasgallery.com/artists/34-john-myatt/works/1207/
Figure 11 (Right): Diego by Alberto Giacometti 1959
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/giacometti-diego-t00358

Figure 12: Rotes Bild mit Pferden (signed Campendonk) by Wolfgang Beltracchi
https://www.artfixdaily.com/news_feed/2011/09/28/5311-german-artist-tells-court-his-forgerieswere-too-good
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Figure 13 (Left): Picture with an Archer by Vasily Kandinsky 1909
Figure 14 (Right): The World Cow by Franz Marc 1913
https://www.moma.org/s/ge/curated_ge/styles/blaue_reiter.html

Figure 15: Sofia Komarova pictured at the Artvera Gallery
https://www.luxury-design.com/en/travel/city-guide-services/artveras-art-gallery-decrypting-art

Figure 16: Dr. Nichloas Eaustaugh
https://privateartinvestor.com/art-risk/art-crime/dr-nicholas-eaustaugh-how-i-uncovered-the-forg
er-of-the-century/
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Figure 17: Wolfgang Beltracchi
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/interview/beltracchi-his-own-work-in-his-own-words

Figure 18: (Left) Paul Gauguin, Vase de Fleurs, 1885, oil on canvas, 34.9 x 27 cm (13 ¾ x 10 ⅝
in) (Right) Anonymous , after Gauguin, Vase de Fleurs, dated 1885.
https://alchetron.com/Ely-Sakhai

Figure 19: Ely Sakhai pictured with his wife at a fundraiser
https://alchetron.com/Ely-Sakhai
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Figure 20: La Nappe Mauve by Marc Chagall
http://www.artnet.com/artists/marc-chagall/la-nappe-mauve-q6it8Fa3FYVecZlwXX1-4g2

Figure 21 (Left): Jeune Fille á la Mandoline by Marie Laurencin 1946
http://www.artnet.com/artists/marie-laurencin/jeune-fille-à-la-mandoline-NSTjc67GFQJN8AZI7
jZN4g2
Figure 22 (Center): Les Maries au Bouquet de Fleurs by Marc Chagall 1975
http://www.artnet.com/artists/marc-chagall/les-maries-au-bouquet-de-fleurs-P6mHDPK8CID_t1
09BdU0ZQ2
Figure 23 (Right): Le Roi David Dans le Paysage Vert by Marc Chagall 1975
http://www.artnet.com/artists/marc-chagall/le-roi-david-dans-le-paysage-vert-wDe1AtFapmRxrP
CMoMLtcQ2
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